GRANULAR TINT STRENGTH

INCRETE COLOR-MATIC G

FEATURES

• The Color-Matic G pre-shears granules for 100% tint strength to powder
  • When adding dry granules to a mixer tint strength can decrease by as much as 25% and cause inconsistencies in color

• 5th color liquid option
  • Carbon black, titanium or blended liquid

• Granules 100% contained

• Increased storage
  • 2+ bags of each color

• Scale accuracy
  • Maximin scale divisions are 10,000. Euclid Chemical never exceeds this, 1000 lb scale reads in 0.1 increments.

• Batch panel interface capability with most major integrators

QUICK

• Easy-to-Use Computer
• Custom Color Capabilities
• Reduces inventory to 4 colors

CONVENIENT

• Available on demand
• Makes hundreds of colors
• Computer accurate to .1 lb

PROFITABLE

• Lower overhead
• Reduced inventory
• Space-saving design
**GRANULAR TINT STRENGTH**

**SHEARED VS. UNSHEARED**

**BRICK RED**
- Sheared
- Unsheared

**SAN JOSE BUFF**
- Sheared
- Unsheared

**PUEBLO**
- Sheared
- Unsheared

**SALTIMBO**
- Sheared
- Unsheared

**NOTE:** This printed color chart is for reference purposes. Euclid Chemical recommends choosing colors from actual test samples.